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The Act

of Violence
The Act of Violence
The malicious abnormalities that motivate violence and death in a civilized

society are examined by Dr . Louis J . West, who is the

O.U . School of Medicine's director of psychiatry, neurology and behavioral sciences .

A Reach for Greatness
Menders of O.U .'s National Council hear an encouraging progress report

when they gather at the Center for Continuing Education to discuss the future

of the University's Plan for Excellence, the blueprint for academic greatness.

The study of an important new book on American teacher education and a

view of teacher education at O.U . are the subjects of this commentary

on commentaries by Dr. James G. Harlow, dean of the University's College of Education.
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Shocked and saddened by the loss of their President,

O.U . students sit in numbed silence watching television on a

black Friday, November 22 . Such a tragedy asks us, How

can this happen in the United States?" Perhaps

the answer can he found in The Act of Violence, page 2.
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McCarver of the Cards 10

Following
St . Louis Cardinals,

a great season as No . 1 catcher for the
back

the National League's outstanding sophomore of 1963, rushes
Tim McCarver, in business management .
to college to continue his pursuit of a degree
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